The Baltic Assembly,

having convened on 21 – 22 October 2010 in Riga, the Republic of Latvia, for its 29th Session,

having discussed cooperation of the Baltic States in circumstances of economic crisis and future tasks of the Baltic States for facilitation of security, stability and growth, as well as the agenda, priorities and development of cooperation among Baltic cooperation institutions in the long-term perspective,

adopted the following documents:
- Resolution of the 29th Session of the Baltic Assembly;
- Statement on Closer and More Intensive Cooperation Among the Baltic States and Nordic Countries;
- Regulations on the Baltic Innovation Prize;
- Decision on the Secretary General of the Baltic Assembly;

adopted amendments to the Baltic Assembly Statutes, the Regulations on the Secretariat of the Baltic Assembly and the Regulations on the Use of the Baltic Assembly Funds;

approved the Baltic Assembly Budget Report for 2009;

adopted the Baltic Assembly Budget for 2011;

defined the following priorities of the Baltic Assembly for 2011:
1) sustainable development in the region;
2) human capital and knowledge-based economy;
3) safe society: internal and external security (human security);

defined the following priorities for cooperation between the Baltic Assembly and the Baltic Council of Ministers for 2011:
1) development of regional energy market and issues related to energy security;
2) development of knowledge-based economy;
3) development of infrastructure – Rail Baltica, Via Baltica and other issues related to transport and transit; and

decided that the 30th Session of the Baltic Assembly will take place on 24 – 25 November 2011 in Tallinn, the Republic of Estonia.